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This app is a browsing viewer of the Nikkan Sangyo Shimbun DIGITAL.
A subscription contract is required to use it.

[Browse the daily Sangyo Shimbun DIGITAL with an app on an Android terminal]
You can browse the distribution content of the Nikkan Sangyo Shimbun DIGITAL anytime and anywhere on your Android device.
* We recommend using Wi-Fi when browsing the page.

[Browsing procedure]
1. Start the app, enter your login ID and password, and tap the "Login" button
2. Select the content you want to read (you can choose from your favorite display methods such as calendar and list)
3. The contents are opened and can be viewed on the viewer

ã€�Characteristicã€‘ 
ãƒ» Simple and easy-to-read vertical scrolling
ãƒ» Pinch and double tap function
ãƒ» Screen rotation function according to device orientation

[About the Nikkan Sangyo Shimbun]
ãƒ» The Nikkan Sangyo Shimbun is a special daily newspaper mainly providing news on the steel and non-ferrous industries and their demand industries.
ãƒ» We have branch offices in Hokkaido to Kyushu and overseas in Shanghai to provide fast and accurate mottos and detailed news.
ãƒ» The readership is widely distributed from steel and non-ferrous manufacturers, distribution wholesalers to demand industries in various fields, government offices and various organizations, and is also read overseas.
Updated on
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing


This app may collect these data typesPersonal info and Web browsing


Data is encrypted in transit

Data canâ€™t be deleted


See details
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